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When hot rods race into town, it's up to Deputy Mater to slow them down and teach them the rules

of the road! Boys ages 2â€“5 will love this action-packed Little Golden Book featuring Mater and

Lightning McQueen from Disney/Pixar's Cars.
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The import tuner scofflaws keep speeding through Radiator Springs and Sheriff isn't fast enough to

catch them, so he deputizes Mater to help. Lightning and Sarge pitch in, and soon everybody

realizes there was a big misunderstanding and they become friends.Boost, Wingo, DJ, and Snot

Rod are in the first and last few pages of the story, so if your child enjoys those characters it might

be a purchase to consider.

Really weak. It is if they provide almost no thought into what this book would be about. Instead, it's

kind of a random snapshot of events that aren't either funny or very interesting.If you liked the cars

Toons movie for its clever little jokes and funny stories, you won't find them here. Our 2 year old son

is obsessed with Mater and loves books, but he is totally uninterested in these.

My son LOVE anything and everything with TOW MATER! I mean, who doesn't?! Out of the many



of books he has, he always picks out this book so I can read to him... At least 5 times a day! It is a

really cute book and my 2 year old son loves the pictures in it. The only thing is... I am glad it isn't a

long book. I would be spending my entire day reading it if it was. I am just glad my son enjoys this

book and many of his other Tow Mater books. :)

Text is not as lengthy as other Mater Golden books so that's a plus! My 4 year old loves Mater and

Cars, this is one of his favorite bedtime books now. Simple concept, easy to understand.

This book isn't anything to write home about, but it's cute and our 3 year-old daughter (who is a big

Cars fan) enjoys it.

I had to buy this one because my son is just such a huge fan of Mater and the Cars movies. For that

reason, he likes this story. But really, it's not much of a story and therefore not much of a book. Stick

with Cars and Cars 2 unless your kid is just car crazy like mine.

Our sins favorite story book. Pictures aren't too busy and several words per page are bolded to

stand out making it great for little ones to learn that word and help tell the story.

The book came in damaged was very disappointed this was a gift for my 3 years old son luckily he

isn't picky about ripped and bent books.
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